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NOMENCLATURE
C

cashpot

coefficient

B

known system parameters

DT

time increment between data points

E

non-negative performance criterion, error function

Fc

force on Coulomb friction slider

Fq

force required for material to crush

g

acceleration due to gravity

K

spring coefficient

M

mass of device

P

integral

expression corresponding to B's

q

integral

expression corresponding to «'s

t

time

X

absolute displacement of mass
absolute displacement of device

X£

absolute displacement of surface of crushing material--positive
side

Xg

absolute displacement of viscoelastic material--positive side

XA

absolute displacement of surface of crushing material--negative
side

Xg

absolute displacement of viscoelastic material--negative side

X.j

velocity of point X.

X.j

acceleration of point Xi

Y

rigid container displacement
vi i

Z.

relative displacement of mass and container,
i . e . , Z. = X. - Y

Z..(0)

relative displacement at time t = 0

Z.j(t)

relative displacement at time t

a

unknown system parameters

Ay

relative change in displacement between two steps,
i . e . , X = X. - Xi _1

6

instantaneous error function

e

error equation
natural frequency

Wj

frequency of damped oscillation
forcing function frequency
damping ratio cc/c
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The object of this work was to develop a computer technique for
determining the characteristic parameters of spring-mass system with
hysteresis effects from transient experimental data.

The technique

was intended to be utilized to determine the parameters of models of
systems where complex geometry and rate dependent properties would make
a determination of the model parameters most d if f i c u lt , and where the
parameters typically obtained from s ta tic te s t would not characterize
the rate dependent properties accurately.
The characteristic parameters of this model were arbitrarily
assumed.

Transient experimental data such as obtained from drop tests,

were operated on to develop the "best" set of parameters to describe
the system.

An existing gradient search program was used to search for

the set of parameters which minimized an error criterion.
The model formulated was a simple lumped mass, spring and dashpot system.

Hysteresis effects were introduced with Coulomb (frictional)

damping to simulate the effects of crushing.

The model also took into

account the gaps which are developed due to crushing.
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CHAPTER II
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
Consider the system shown in Figure 1.

Cushi oni ng
Material

Fig. 1.--Cross section of physical system
Suppose the container and the device are both essentially rigid,
and therefore may be represented by point masses.

Let us also assume

that the plastic foam cushioning material supporting the device may be
represented as a spring-dashpot combination with Coulomb damping
representing the crushing effects.

Figure 2 represents a one dimensional

model of the physical system shown in Figure 1.

Note that the device

is not bonded to the cushioning material, and is thus free to float as
shown in Figure 2.
For the purpose of this study, the system's characteristic
parameters, i . e . , the spring constant K, the damping coefficient C,
and the Coulomb damping or the crushing force F will be considered
constants.

3

Fig. 2.—Model representation of physical system.
The purpose of this study was to determine from transient data
these characteristic parameters, when the system is subjected to
dynamic inputs, such as, shock or drop tests.

Although K and Fc

could be determined by s ta tic te s ts , the effort involved would be more
extensive than for a simple drop test.

Static tests yield no infor-

mation on the damping coefficient C.
Instrumenting the container and the device produces acceleration
data (X and Y), which can be integrated to obtain velocity and dis
placement data to be used in determining the system's parameters.

CHAPTER III
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let us consider the mathematical representation of the model
chosen to simulate the real system.
separate states.

The model must simulate three

These three states will be called (1) elastic

deformation, (2) crushing deformation, and (3) free motion.
The e lastic deformation state occurs when the mass is in contact
with the spring-dashpot system, but is not producing a force sufficient
to cause crushing.

The crushing state occurs when the force of the

mass is greater than or equal to the crushing force (F^) of the
material.

The free motion state occurs when the mass is not in

contact with the spring-dashpot system.

Therefore, th 0 r«i6.£>s is floating

freely in the void between the two sides of the system.
Figure 3 defines the nomenclature used to construct the model.
X, represents the absolute displacement of the mass.

X,. and X,,

represent the absolute displacements of the surfaces of the crushing
material, while Xg and Xg represent the absolute displacements of the
viscoelastic portion of the material.

Note that the difference between

displacements X^ and Xg or X^ and Xg represent the amount the material
has been crushed.

The crushing force of the material is represented

by F , i . e . , the point when crushing f i r s t begins to occur.
Since the system is similar on both sides of the mass, the
following discussion will be limited to the positive or bottom side
4
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of the system only (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3.--Cross section of model with nomenclature defined.
Elastic Deformation
For

> 0,

>_ X^ and F ^ < F . , the system is in the elastic

deformation state, and the following equation applies:
m x,

+ c, ( X, ~Y)

+ k , ( X , ~ Y ) - rr?<}

(1)

Let Z = Y, Z = X - Y and Z = X - Y then equation (1) becomes
>??£,

+ C ,£ ,

+

K,

-

/r?(q - ( j )

(

2)
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Note that the velocities and accelerations of points 1, 2 and 3 are
equal, but that the displacements generally are not.

Since

represents the displacement of the crushing material next to the mass,
i t will not necessarily return to absolute zero, but rather to its
new deformed state of equilibrium.

However, where in general

f Xg, i t is true that
X^
A Xj -

where

X$

(3)

Xi -

or the relative change between two time steps.

The solution to

equation ( 2 ) is given by:
CO

( 9 -y)/v„* +

-

( COSUjt

e

f

Z 3 (o)/tOj

{ ( z 3 ( o ) -(<?- g ) / o X ) *

"

SC/?
Si r) uJj 6'

)

+■
(4 )

J

and

k 3 (e)

$) / *) „ - Z 3 (o) ) x
(cos

+■ / COn /o>J si-ryuJjt )

k j (o) /u>j

sir, cojisj + (

( S ~ y ) / * > * ) ( f * k cos cjjtt +■

k 3 Co)

COS Ui j t .

Ca)
cjj

~

Bin uyn )

/

J
Therefore, the following relations define the elastic
deformation state:

(5)

7
ft? X^, + C/ Z 3 + Kt Z.3
X3

-

Xz

4

Z\ x 3

-

s?7g

(

6)

- X,

(7)

-

X,

(8 )

*

A Xz,

(3)

While the mass is in contact with the elements on the positive
side of the model, the elements on the negative or top side of the model
are in motion returning to equilibrium from some previous deformation.
The equation of motion is

C2 ( X? ~ Y ) +

K z ( Xs - Y ) = O

(9)

or
C5 Z.tf

+■

K.£ XL 5- "=- &

( 10)

As before, due to the crushing effects, the velocities of points 4
and 5 are common, but generally the displacements are not.

However,

the relative change in the displacements of points 4 and 5 are equal,
i . e . , AX^ = AXg.

The solution to equation (10) is given by
=

Z*-.

£XP (~

/C z « Dr )

( 11 )

where the subscript i represents a point in time, and DT is the time
between steps.

These equations of motion for the negative side are

summarized as:

Si

-

zs -

C~/<2 / cz * o r )

~p2 / c z x

(

11)

(

12 )

8

*4

--

(13)

A

(14)

A X 4. -

The force of the mass which is distorting the plastic material
is calculated as follows:
r c, =

+

c ,4 s

Crushing is determined by the magnitude of the force F .

(is)
When

Fc —
> Fo , then crushing3 is in effect,
Crushing Deformation
For Xj. > 0, X.^ >_ X^, and F

_> F ^ the system is in the crushing

state, and the following equations apply:
m x,

+ r0,

Qf *~3

'h K, Z-5

y r ig

(16)

= For

(17)

■=.

The solution to equation (16) is

x , L = (g - rb, / m ) or + y/6._,

(is)

X ,- -

(19)

Xit-, + ^ . (D r + - ( q ~ r 0l/M)or^

and the solution to equation (17) is

=

-

K, /c.,

r ot /X^EXPi-K-i/cpVr)

-= ( - z si-, - Fo, / V , ) e x p ( - K , / c , * or) +H>J kk

( 20 )

(

21 )
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For the crushing state the velocities and displacements of points 1
and 2 are equal, but the velocity and displacements of point 3 is not
in common with 1 and 2.

Therefore.
=

X,

(22)
-x,

A hysteresis loss occurs in this crushing process due to the
fact that the energy absorbed in crushing is not returned to the
system.

This energy loss is simulated with the Coulomb friction

slider between points 2 and 3.

Thus the difference in displacements

between points 2 and 3, i . e . ,

- X^, represents the hysteresis loss

in the system due to crushing.
The equations of motion for the negative side of the system
remain the same as for the elastic deformation state, i . e . , equations
(11) through (14).
Free Motion
The free motion state equations have already been derived for
the negative side of the system, i . e . , equation (9).

This is the

condition of the elastic elements returning to equilibrium when not in
contact with the mass.

This condition applies for both sides of the

system when the mass is in the free motion state.

Therefore, the

equation of motion is the same as equation ( 10) with a change in the
subscripts, or
C( Z- 3

+

K I Z? y

-

o

(24)

10

c*

*

** Z jr

(

10 )

The solutions to the above equations are given as

= Z .3 ;_ '
Z 52

=■

(25)

E X P (-*
E X P C -K z / c ^

, p r )

(

11)

Determining which state the system is in at any particular step
is accomplished by deciding where the mass is , and comparing its
relative position to the system's position at the last step.

For

example, the f i r s t decision is to determine i f Z is positive or
negative.

If i t is positive, i t may be in contact with the bottom

side of the system, but certainly not in contact with the top side.
Therefore, a further check is made to determine if
contact.

and X^ are in

This decision must be based on the last known position of

X£, which was the la st time step.
the mass is in free motion.

If they are not in contact, then

If X^ and X^ are in contact, i t must be

decided i f crushing is or is not occuring.

Each of these decisions

determines a path to follow, which will establish the system's current
state, and therefore, the set of equations which must be satisfied.
This procedure is outlined in flow chart form in Appendix A.

A

complete listing of the computer program is on f ile and available
from the Mechanical Engineering office.

CHAPTER IV
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
For the purpose of illustrating the theory of parameter identi
fication, le t us consider a simple model, and then apply the theory
to the hysteretic model.

Consider the base excitation of a spring-

mass system as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4.--Base excitation of a spring-mass system.
The time history of the spring-mass system is presumed known in
terms of input (y) and output (x).
and C.

The unknowns are the constants K

The differential equation for the model is
mx

+

k

c.( x - y )

C x-y) -

o

(26)

or
W E

where Z = X - Y.

C Z-

+-

K Z ^ —m y

(27)
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The modeling problem then is to choose C and K, such that
equation (27) is satisfied for all X and Y.

Since models are never

exact, the problem becomes one of finding the "best" set of parameters
for the system.

Therefore, equation (27) becomes [ID

m z

f

c e

+ k z.

m y ■= S

(28)

where 6 is an instantaneous error which we desire to be very small.
An alternate error equation can be formulated by multiplying
equation (28) by its common velocity (Z), and integrating with respect
to time.

5,

Thus, this error equation e(t) is defined as

(V7zk)ck

-f

J0

( c z Z) d t +-5 ( KZ2 ) d 6 +
o

(29)

Jo

Explicit evaluation of two integrals may be performed to obtain
J-fr7ZZ +- cJ C E iV tf

+- 1 k Z . 2- +

k)d£ =

Note that equation (30) has the units of energy.

(30)

The error e(t)

therefore represents the energy deficit in the model at time T due to
the incorrect choice of K and C.
The general expression for the error equation can be written as
rn
£
^ 0 .
L-t
VC

V-

Z

(31)

SjP j

j ■»/

where the a. terms represent the coefficients to be determined and
Bj the known coefficients.

The q's and the P's represent the

corresponding integral expression.
mass system

For example, for this spring-

13

°<\
o

<2

B ,

=

C,

=

K

-

% -

( z f d t

1

2-

z

% -

m

p,

/

‘

2-

=

Pz -

f

(jz)d-e

With the error e(t) thus defined, an error function or a non
negative performance criterion, E(e), can be generated with the
property that E = 0 i f and only i f E = 0.

The definition of E that

will be used is: [ 2J
£T _

{

£ Z( - £ ) o l £

(32)

Since the a's are independent, we can differentiate equation
(32) with respect to a.. and obtain the following:

Also, by differentiating equation (31) with respect to a . , we obtain

(34)

Therefore, equation (33) becomes

r-

M

£

' e.C c'i

( 35 )

I t is therefore possible to evaluate explicitly the error function E
and its gradient ( E/ a) in parameter space.

A simple gradient search

may now be performed to determine the set of a's which best f i t the
experimental data.

The search method used is called Davidon's method,

and is described in Appendix B. [1]
Hysteretic System Minimization
The analysis of the hysteretic system in Chapter III showed
that to characterize the system, at least three separate states had
to be analyzed.

Furthermore, each state had two or more independent

equations of motion.

The formulation of an error equation for the

system now takes on additional complexities.

An error equation must

be formulated for each independent equation of motion.

Therefore,

each state will be analyzed individually, and an error computed for
that state.

A single error function will then be written, which is

the sum of the independent error functions.
As before, we will consider only the case of the mass being in
contact with the positive side of the system (see Figure 3).

Since

the model is similar on both sides of the mass, the opposite side has
a corresponding set of equations.
Elastic Deformation
Equation (i) defines the motion of the mass for the case of
elastic deformation on the positive side of the system.

Recalling

15

tr?X,

+- c, ( k , ■ y ) f- k.'C'Xj-y) - rng

( 1 )

•
•
•
that Zj =
= 1 y and that due to the parameters in equation ( 1 ) not
being known exactly, thus introducing a certain error, we obtain

Cf~tL^

tV X:

+-

2 ^ _ mcj — S~,

which is the instantaneous error equation.

(36)

Also, for the le ft side

of the model,
C2 Z 5

+■

=

s

(37)

5

Let us define two error equations, one for the right side of the
model, e j ( t ) , and one for the l e f t side, ^ ( t ) .

As before, (see

Equation (29)) le t us define these error equations as being the
integral of the product of the instantaneous error equation, and the
velocity which is common to that equation.

Thus,

fr
fr
1
rr
f v \ j x 3 ^ ) ± j ol-6 4- c , ] ( k 3)Zdk +■ k , ) j ^ 3z s )clh - £ .,& )
[r(Zs f d £

4-

\

■=-

(38)
( 39 )

For the case of elastic deformation on the l e f t side of the model,
we obtain the following set of equations:
C, J

( Z -j^ d d

+- k

+* cz \ (-£?'?’c k

(40)

4-

k ^ ( z s Zg.)di = £ 26 0

Note that the only difference between the two states is the m

(41)
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term which shifts from equation (38) to (41).
Crushing Deformation
The equations of motion for the crushing state were found to
be

Fa,

m y,

/77J

-

(16)
(17)

K , Z y - Fa,

c, z 3

f

C
'--■Z ‘- S*r

+- kz Z y

“ O

( 10)

The error equation for equation ( 10) is given by equation (39).
The error equation for equations (16) and (17) is found by multiplying
•
•
each equation by its common velocity. Note that
f
m ( x - Cj)
-i-

~b F a,
/<■/ H 2

— f~~0! k

3

<£T Z-6-)

(42)

^ FI

(43)

Combining equations (42) and (43) and integrating to obtain one error
equation, we get
m £

( x 3 - g ) i . s c)F

+

K, f (&3 Z s ) c)-£ +- F&/ \ (

c ,\^ (z 3Y dF

k

- F,F&)

•/-

(44)

A similar error equation is obtained for crushing on the top side.
Error equation E^(t) can be obtained by simply replacing the
in equation (44) by Zj-.

terms
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Free Motion
The equations of motion which describe the free motion state
were found to be
C,

v-

^ O

(24)

— c>

( 10)

and
Cz ' k s

4.

K z ~ZS

The corresponding error equations are formulated as before to obtain

C , ^ ( k 3f d t

~b

^

^

{■&)

(46)

czJ ( z ir')'cJ£

+

k ^

-

^ 2, 6 1 )

(47)

General Error Function
To obtain a general error function for each side of the system.
the equation must include each of the integral terms that have been
previously derived.

However, these integral terms do not apply for

all states that the system may be in.

For example, the crushing

term does not apply for the other two states.

Therefore, a unit

function, U(t), can be applied to insure that the value of the integral
increases only in a valid region.

Therefore, combining all terms to

form one error equation for each side, we obtain
m V
d-6- 4 - c , [ rk .f - d k -4 k, \ £ .jk 3cJ-6-

4

-

~
tn ^ ( Y5 - 3 ) Zj-uC-ir) cht

+- Cz j

Foz [ T(Z -, - F f ) ts ( t) d-6

(48)

dir +
-

^ z C £)

+
(49)
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These equations can be simp! ified by making the following defi nitions:
©<, o(z —

% =
C,

o(3 =

^ 2-

[ r ( z s zs )d b
Jx>

(50)

'(z ^ Z .s ) A i

(51)

[ r ( z 3 )z d 6

(52)

\r ( i f f di
\Jt>

(53)

C

°6 - -

% -

\ r( z . r ^ 3 ) ^

(54)

°<6 =

Sc*

( r ( z , ~ z s )c/te)d4
Jo

(55)

P,

- \ ( y 3 ~ y ) k 3 L/C-6) cJ6

(56)

B, ■= m
-

tr?

P*. =■£

(57)

(Xs ~g) Z.<r L/{6)oU-

Expressing equations (48) and (49) in condensed form, we get
+

°<3

°<s cj)5

°<+

*

+ 3 <p f ~~ ^

^

+ 3 Z-P^ ~

(58)
(59)

As we previously discussed on pages 12 and 13, the a's represent
the coefficients to be determined, and the B terms the known co
efficients.

The q's and P's are the corresponding integral equations

relating to the experimental data.
With the error equations e j(t) and e2 (t) now defined, an error
criterion function can be defined as
e

=

r'O
—

A(

)

)o^

(60)
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which has the property that E = 0 i f and only i f

= 0 and

= 0.

Unlike the simple mass-spring system shown in Fig. 4, the a's are not
independent, but rather very much dependent.

Therefore, an explicit

gradient expression such as Equation (35) is not possible for the
hysteretic system.

However, a numerical gradient can be obtained by

solving for the error function (E) when one of the a's is given a small
pertubation ( a= a+ Aa) while all of the other a's are held constant.
The resulting numerical approximation for the gradient is given by
r

-

$
_ A El
doc;
A <x-i

CHAPTER V
SIMULATION
With the system's parameters determined, using the parameter
identification technique of Chapter IV, these parameters can be put
into a model simulation program which will determine the system's
response for any dynamic input.

Therefore, for the hysteretic system,

given the input excitation to the rigid container, the response of the
device and the cushioning material inside the container can be
predicted.

This is the main interest of the engineer:

to easily be

able to identify the characteristic parameters of a complex system, and
predict this system's response for any given input.
The same equations that were derived in Chapter III apply for
the simulation model.

Appendix A gives a flow chart for the

simulation program.

20

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In order to establish the validity of the model identification
technique, the simulation program was used to simulate a drop test or
a sinusoidal input shake te s t with known characteristic parameters.
The resulting simulated data were fed into the model identification
program to search for the "best" set of parameters to f i t the
simulated data.

The simulated drop te st assumed that, at impact, all

y values were instantaneously zero.

This is equivalent to an initia l

mass displacement of zero and an in itia l mass velocity determined
from the height of the drop.

The sinusoidal forcing function test

assumed all initia l conditions on the mass to be zero and the initia l
y values to be zero except for the velocity.
Figure 5 illu stra te s the simulated time-history curve for a drop
te st and Figures 9 and 12 ill u s tr a te the simulated time-history curves
for a sinusoidal forcing function.

The input forcing functions were

of a one inch amplitude and were respectively excited at one-third the
system's natural frequency and at the natural frequency.

The simulated

data from a drop or shake te s t along with some arbitrary starting a's
serve as the input to the search program.

Some typical results from

search runs are shown in Figures 6 , 7, 10, 11, 14, and 15.

The a's

have been normalized with respect to the characteristic parameters such
that the line, a^/a exact = 1 , represents convergence of that parameter
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to the exact solution.

Each search stage represents a minimum point

found along a one dimensional slice of the parameter space surface.
Examination of the results of the search effort in Figures 6 ,
7, 10, 13, and 14 reveals that in general the parameters are not
converging.

Note, however, that

and c^, the dashpot parameters,

did converge for the shake te st as shown in Figure 14 and
additional convergence in Figures 10 and 15.

showed

However, Figure 11 shows

the case where neither of the dashpot parameters converged.

Mote that

all other parameters have remained insensitive to the search effort.
Figures 6 and 7 are the results of search runs on the drop te st with
in itia l a's deviating 5 percent and 20 percent, respectively, to
determine i f the technique were capable of convergence i f the starting
points were sufficiently close to the exact values.

As the graphs

indicate, being close to the exact solution does not guarantee
convergence.

Figure 8 and Figure 12 are the results of the simulation

program when the "minimum" a's found in some of the search efforts are
used to re-simulate the system.

Note the difference between the

re-simulated plots and the originals.
Two characteristics of the system were observed by the author
during the search process.

F irst, i t was observed that very sudden

and steep slopes or discontinuities in the parameter space surface
occurred as shown in Figure 16.

These changes in the surface were

noted to occur at certain critical points where some small change in
the a's were introduced along the direction of the gradient producing
extremely large error functions.

The reader will also note in

Figure 6 an increase in the error function at search stages 3, 25,
and 26.

This was not an encounter with a "valley" of a higher
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error level but merely a program limitation.

The search operation

performs a parabolic f i t to three data points and calls the minimum
of this parabola the minimum of the one-o'imensional slice of the
parameter space surface.

This is not always the case as evidenced

in Figure 6 .
Secondly, large, shallow, "valleys" were observed where
gradients were so small that the parameters remained essentially fixed
as noted in Figures 14 and 15.

These shallow "valleys" were found to

occur at different values of the error function indicating a multi
modal surface.

A multi-modal surface is a surface which has more than

one "valley," each valley having its minimum point.

Thus, in a

parameter search effort, one could find some minimum point in any one
valley and yet be in large error with respect to the characteristic
parameters i f i t were not in the valley with the smallest error function.
The minimum values shown in the graphs show how minimum points were
found even though there was a different set of a 's and error function
for each minimum.
The author is very appreciative to Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
(LRL), Livermore, California, for providing some of their experimental
drop te st data.

The author regrets that the approach taken to solve

for the characteristic parameters of a hysteretic and viscoelastic
-

systems proved unsuccessful and therefore was not able to operate on
the LRL data.
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Fig. 5.--Response of simulation program for drop test.
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Fig. 8 . --Response of simulation program of exact parameters compared with simulated
response from final a's from Figures 6 and 7.
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Fig. 10.--Error function and normalized parameters vrs. search
stage for dynamic simulation shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 11.--Error function and normalized parameters vrs. search
stage for dynamic simulation shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 12.--Response of simulation program for parameters obtained in search shown in
Figure 10.
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Fig. 13.--Simulated dynamic response for forcing function equal to the natural frequency.
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Fig. 14.--Error function and normalized parameters vrs. search
stage for dynamic simulation shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 15.--Error function and normalized parameters vrs. search
stage for dynamic simulation shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 16.--Error function vrs. step changes in a's (z. ) along the
direction of the gradient on a one-dimensional slice of theparameterspace surface.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The technique developed in this paper proposed to determine the
characteristic parameters of a hysteretic, viscoelastic system from
transient experimental data.

Simulated data with known characteristic

parameters were used to provide the transient data in order to establish
the feasibility of the proposed technique.

In general the technique

was not successful in producing convergence of the system's
characteristic parameters.

However, a few cases did show convergence

of one or both of the dashpot parameters,

and a^.

The conclusion

drawn from the parameter search effort is that with the occasional
exception of

and a^, the technique is insensitive to the parameters

and will not converge to the exact parameters.

A multi-modal surface

is indicated by the fact that, for each parameter search, a "minimum"
point is found, even though the parameters are very much in error.

This

indicates that even if the parameters were sensitive to the search
effort, many tr ia l runs may be required to produce convergence to the
exact set of parameters which would yield the smallest level in the
error function.
Future work is recommended on developing an error equation which
would be sensitive to the hysteretic, viscoelastic system analyzed in
this paper.

The author is not yet convinced that the general technique

utilized is invalid.

It has been proven successful on other types of
36
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systmes [3].

This paper has shown that, with the particular form of

the error equation used here, the technique is insensitive and will not
produce convergence.

However, the problem merits future effort in

developing an error equation which would be sensitive to the
characteristic parameters.

A possible area of study would be to

develop an error equation of the form of an energy or continuity
balance for each parameter and, instead of forming one or two equations
as in this paper, maintain the energy balances separate.

This would

preserve the identity of each parameter and its associated error.
Obtaining the gradient or derivative of these individual error
equations may present some problems since the a's and q's are dependent.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
GENERAL PROGRAM
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GF.T Q
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SEARCH [1]
AK = 0
1 count - 0
AFE = ERR
Compute SQRTSG
1—
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SIMULATION
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Subroutine GETQ
This subroutine determines the q, error, and gradient vector
variables from the input velocities and displacements.

The sub

routines called by GETQ are INTEG, INTRDT. and UNIT.
1.

INTEG (X, Y, DT, N)
Integrates the value X of integer index N with respect
to the time step interval DT, and returns a nonindexed
value Y, i . e . , Y = r\ ^ X(N)DT.
J N-l

2•

X has a fixed dimension.

INTRDT (X, Y, DT, M, N, II)
Integrates the value X of integer index Mwith respect
to the time step interval DT, and returns the value of
rN
integer index N, i . e . , Y(M) = \
X(N)DE. X is dimensioned
J N-l
II and Y is of fixed dimension.

3.

UNIT (A, B)
Unit step function subroutine.

If the value of A is

greater than or equal to the value of B, then the value of
UNIT is 1.

For all other cases, the value of UNIT is 0.

Subroutine SEARCH1*
This subroutine is an implementation of Davidon's Method (see
Appendix B).

It minimizes the error function to determine the "best"

set of model parameters (a's).

SEARCH calls the subroutine EFK and

the matrix multiplication routines AXMULT, XYMULT, and XYSCAL. Cl]
1.

EFK (ZK, EFE)
Calculates the values of the new a's caused by the step
ZK.

GETQ is called to obtain a new set of q 's , gradient
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vector, and error function corresponding to the change in
the a 1s .
2.

AXMULT (A, X, V, N)
Accepts the square matrix A and the vector X of
integer dimension N x N and N respectively.
matrix product V, i . e . ,

3.

Returns their

= f\X.

XYMULT (X, Y, A, N)
Accepts the two vectors X_ and Y_ of integer dimension
N and returns their vector product the N x N array A,
i . e . , A = XYT.

4.

XYSCAL (X, Y, d, N)
Accepts the two vector X_ and Y_ of integer dimension
N and returns their scalor product d, i . e . , d = X_ _Y.

Subroutine SIMUL
This program takes the characteristic parameters, the base
input data, and the in itia l conditions to predict the response of the
total system.

The subroutines called by SIMUL are INTEG and INTRDT.

APPENDIX B
DAVIDON'S MINIMIZATION METHOD [3]
"This appendix presents the algorithmic steps used in Davidon's
method.

It also explains the one dimensional minimization procedure

used as one of the essential steps in the method.
to

An application

a te s t function is given.
"The notation used is:
H nxn

positive definite matrix

a.

vector of n parameters at the i t h stage in
the minimization process

4>(a.}

the seal or function which is being minimized
with respect to a.

cL

the gradient of <j> with respect to a^..

"The method requires an in itia l H which is positive definite.
An original choice could be an H with diagonal elements equal to one i f
no better information is available.
"The required steps are as follows:
Given EL and a . , compute
di = d(d.)
Take a step
Act.

— l

= -K.H.d.i l - i

Find the minimum of 4> along the line
a = -a.1 - K.H.d.
1 1 -1

—

by doing a one dimensional search on
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.
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Then set

Compute the new gradient vector
chj + 1 = c[(a.j + 1)

and the change in d

Update the H matrix by
(
aoij r

aA l

a,;

) ( Hi

U^

"Having the new H, repeat the steps described above by finding
the K.+^ which minimizes <j> along the line
a = -a i +1 “ Ki +1 Hi +1 -i+ i

and so on.
"Observe that the minimization of a function of n variables has
been reduced to a number of minimizations of that function with respect
to a single variable K.

Fletcher and Powell show that exactly n of

these minimizations are required for a quadratic surface (4).
"The one dimensional minimization method used in this work is
a basically simple technique which begins with an arbitrary step in the
downward direction of the line.

If the function <j> being minimized is

reduced then the step size is increased.

Additional steps are taken

with continually increasing step size until the function increases.
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When this happens a parabolic f i t is made to the la st three points and
the minimum determined for that parabola.

Although this may be a

coarse minimum i t could be refined by fittin g another parabola to the
minimum point determined and the la st two points etc.

As a part of

Davidon's technique i t is probably sufficient to do the coarse
minimization as was done in this work.
"Since the characteristics of the <j> surface are unknown to begin
with i t is possible for the in itia l step to increase <j> rather than
decrease i t , by stepping clear across the valley of the minimum.

The

f i r s t step is therefore adjusted until <j> is reduced and account is
taken of which side of the valley the descent is proceeding, i . e . ,
whether

is reduced by increasing or decreasing K.
"An example of the method applied to a standard te s t function

developed by Rosenbrock (5) is shown in Figure 7.
ability of the method to walk down a valley.

This shows the

A steepest descent

scheme would have zig-zagged back and forth across the bottom of the
valley and taken a larger number of steps." [3H
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Gulch F u n c ti o n
0 = 100(y~ x2 ) 2 + ( 1 - x ) 2

Fig. 17.--Davidon's descent technique applied to Rosenbrock's
te s t function (Gulch).
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a computer technique
for determining the characteristic parameters of a hysteretic,
viscoelastic system from transient experimental data.

The technique

was intended to be utilized in determining the parameters of simple
non-linear models of systems where complex three-dimensional geometry
and rate dependent properties would make a determination of the model
parameters most difficult.

The specific application of the technique

was to model a simple lumped mass, spring and tiashpot system.
Hysteresis effects were introduced to simulate the effects of crushing.
The technique was unsuccessful in converging to the exact values of a
simulated system with known characteristic parameters, with the
exception of occasional convergence for the dashpot parameters.

In

addition, the parameter space surface was found to be multi-modal.
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